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This article  presents  a case  study  of  a seven-year-old  girl named  Amanda  who  participated
in an  eighteen-week  teaching  experiment  I conducted  in  order  to  model  the  development
of  her  intuitive  and  informal  topological  ideas.  I designed  a new  dynamic  geometry  envi-
ronment  that I  used  in  each  of the  episodes  of  the  teaching  experiment  to elicit  these
conceptions  and  further  support  their  development.  As  the  study  progressed,  I  found  that
Amanda  developed  significant  and  authentic  forms  of geometric  reasoning.  It is  these  newly
identified forms  of reasoning,  which  I refer  to  as “qualitative  geometry,”  that  have  implica-
tions  for  the  teaching  and  learning  of geometry  and  for research  into  students’  mathematical
reasoning.

© 2014 Elsevier  Inc. All  rights  reserved.

. Introduction

Geometry in traditional elementary school classrooms has been principally about identifying canonical shapes and match-
ng those shapes to their given names (Clements, 2004). These picture-driven geometric experiences have done little to move
tudents beyond the stage in which they identify shapes not by their properties but by their appearance. They have argued,
That’s a triangle, because it looks like a triangle.” Inevitably, little conceptual change in geometry has occurred throughout
he elementary grades (Lehrer & Chazan, 1998; Lehrer, Jenkins, & Osana, 1998). No new geometric knowledge is developed
eyond what children already know (Thomas, 1982, as cited in Clements, 2004).

What makes learning geometry in this kind of environment especially detrimental to young children’s development is
hat concepts of shape are stabilizing as early as age 6 (Clements, 2004). This means that if young children’s engagement
s  not expanded beyond a set of conventional, rigid shapes, these shapes develop into a set of visual prototypes that could
ule their thinking throughout their lives (Burger & Shaughnessy, 1986; Clements, 2004). For instance, most children require
hat triangles have horizontal bases, all triangles are acute, and one dimension of a rectangle is twice as long as the other
Clements, 2004).

Geometry  does, of course, possess a significant visual component. However, as children often experience it, geometric
hinking is restricted to passive observation of static images. The problem is, children don’t only see shapes that way. They
ee them as malleable and often provide “morphing explanations” (Lehrer et al., 1998, p. 142) for shapes they identify
s similar. When geometry is about static images on paper, then engagement with, and understanding of, geometry is

nevitably constrained to holistic representations of those shapes. Furthermore, arbitrary attributes of shape emerge as
undamental properties when shapes are static. For example, young children distinguish between a square and a regular
iamond, because they see rotation as a property of shape. A study by Lehrer et al. (1998) found that “half of the first- and
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second-grade children believed that a line oriented 50◦ from vertical was  not straight. They characterized the line as ‘slanted’
or ‘bent”’ (p. 149).

In  order to engage and develop children’s various forms of geometric reasoning – where geometric reasoning is conceived
as the application of geometric properties and relationships in problem solving – they must be provided with opportunities
where properties of shape are made salient. An environment that has the capacity for Euclidean as well as “morphing” trans-
formations provides the potential for such opportunities (Battista, 2001; Hölzl, 1996; Jones, 2001; Laborde, 2000). In addition,
such an environment could prove to be a useful methodological tool with which to investigate children’s not-necessarily-
Euclidean  geometric ideas and understand their development. A more elaborate framework of geometric thinking resulting
from these investigations would contribute to the body of research on learners’ ways of thinking about geometry, particu-
larly for children in the elementary grades. More importantly, this framework could help teachers make connections with
the various ways in which their students think about geometry.

2.  Theoretical framework

The  theoretical framework for this study is grounded in scheme theory and builds upon groundbreaking work by Piaget
and Inhelder (1956), who carried out the first systematic investigation of children’s representational thinking about the
nature of space. Piaget and Inhelder found from that investigation that:

. . . Representational thought or imagination at first appears to ignore metric and perspective relationships, propor-
tions, etc. Consequently, it is forced to reconstruct space from the most primitive notions such as the topological
relationships of proximity, separation, order, enclosure, etc., applying them to metric and projective figures yielded
by perception (p. 4).

This  phenomenon that the development of children’s representational thought is first topological (assuming neither
constant size nor constant shape), then projective (assuming constant size but not shape) and finally Euclidean (assuming
both constant size and shape), has come to be referred to as the “topological primacy thesis” (Martin, 1976a).

Next  I draw on von Glasersfeld’s (1995) scheme theory, which is an interpretation of Piaget’s theory of cognitive develop-
ment (1970). A scheme is a collection of reversible mental operations that is engaged in goal-directed action. It is composed
of three parts that are organized as follows: recognition of a situation; an activity associated with that situation; and an
expected result of that activity (von Glasersfeld, 1995). The recognition is the result of the assimilation of an already existing
scheme, which occurs when the student fits a new experience into that scheme, and the subsequent activity produces a
previously experienced and therefore expected result. However, if the result is not what the student expected, there will
be a perturbation. At this point the student may  review the situation and modify the scheme. This modification is referred
to as an accommodation. An accommodation is an act of learning. Von Glasersfeld summarizes the process as follows: “The
learning theory that emerges from Piaget’s work can be summarized by saying that cognitive change and learning in a spe-
cific direction take place when a scheme, instead of producing the expected result, leads to perturbation, and perturbation,
in turn, to an accommodation that maintains or re-establishes equilibrium” (p. 68). In this study, I focused on a scheme of
qualitative geometric alikeness that resonates with topological equivalence and which I discuss in more detail in the sections
that follow.

2.1.  Topology and Piaget’s “topology”

It must be noted from a formal mathematical point of view that there is much about Piaget’s (1956) mathematics that
invites critique. His confusion of the mathematical terminology along with his use of terminology that is not mathematical
is widespread (Darke, 1982; Freudenthal, 1972; Kapadia, 1974; Martin, 1976a). This makes it difficult to determine the
actual sense in which his terms are used and leads us to wonder to what extent a finding of topological primacy has to
do with the mathematical community’s conceptions of topology. Nonetheless, it is unfortunate that critiques of Piaget’s
work (e.g., Kapadia, 1974; Martin, 1976a) have obscured his contributions. Replicate experiments (Esty, 1971; Laurendeau
& Pinard, 1970; Lovell, 1959; Martin, 1976b) proceed from an awareness of issues with respect to Piaget’s use of the formal
mathematical terminology. Still, their findings do not dispute Piaget’s finding of informal topological ideas in young children,
only his conclusion of topological primacy.

Initial justification for analyzing the development of children’s intuitive topological conceptions follows from these
findings. Further justification follows from the proposition that these ideas can provide a basis for new opportunities to
identify young children’s specific, original, geometric ideas and to generate a space in which to engage and extend them. So,

by giving emphasis to the ideas that develop rather than the order in which they develop, this investigation set out to better
understand the nature of the child’s representational space by modeling the development of young children’s topological
ideas. So as to remain open to findings of children’s conceptions that lend themselves to rich and nuanced descriptions
without giving in to a felt need to classify them as either topological or not, or even formal or informal, I made a “sideways
move” and gave the name “Qualitative Geometry,” in its broadest sense, to these findings and the attendant possibilities for
future investigation and curriculum development.
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.2. Perception and representation

In  acknowledging Piaget’s findings relative to the development of children’s thinking about the nature of space, it is crucial
o be mindful of the fact that he was describing the development of children’s representations of space (as opposed to their
erceptions). This will be particularly relevant later on in the discussion of the design of an environment for mediating learners’
ngagement with geometric shapes. Representations are not mere copies of percepts (Clements, Swaminathan, Hannibal, &
arama, 1999; Flavell, 1963; Kamii & Housman, 2000), they are re/constructed, or re-presented (von Glasersfeld, 1995), from
he coordination of percepts, which must be reflectively abstracted and synthesized into a coherent whole (Piaget, 1970).
he construction of the representation of that shape from an active sense of perception of possible operations on objects
s an instantiation of Piaget’s model of the child’s representational thought as developing from his or her sensorimotor
ntelligence (1970). This sense connects with a broader literature related to constructions and perception, with a particular
nstance that is consistent with a notion of seeing as active (Goodman, 1978), as composed of possibilities. In this sense, a
quare is also seen as any of its images upon transformation, such as a non-square rectangle or even a triangle. When one
ctively sees the square, one also sees transformations of the square. As such, the square, rectangle, and triangle are seen
ot as distinct, but as alike.

.3. Research question

This  study addresses the following research question:

What forms of qualitative geometric ideas are made visible and can be seen to develop as a result of young learners’
systemic  engagement in activities mediated by a software environment that makes topological representations and
transformations accessible?

To  the extent that there would be findings related to this question, these would be seen as laying the foundation for the
laim that there are forms of geometric reasoning available to young learners that can be identified as mathematical, are
ignificant, and can be seen to develop in ways that would have implications both for research into students’ mathematical
easoning and as a focus for further curriculum development and design.

. Methodology and methods

Because I was interested in exploring children’s mathematical understanding and its development, I conducted a teaching
xperiment (Steffe & Thompson, 2000) that lasted approximately eighteen weeks. The teaching experiment is an “exploratory
ool, derived from Piaget’s clinical interview and aimed at exploring students’ mathematics . . .” (p. 273). The goal of a teaching
xperiment is to produce a learning trajectory (Steffe, 2003, 2004) resulting from the actual teaching of children, which

“. . . consists of an explanation of children’s initial schemes as they enter the experiment, an explanation of the observed
changes in the entering schemes that the children produce as a result of interactive mathematical activity in situations
of learning, and an analysis of the contribution of the interactive mathematical activity involved in the changes” (Steffe,
2003, p. 238).

The  learning trajectory is an evolving model (Thompson, 1982) of a student’s understanding that is developed throughout
he episodes of a teaching experiment by investigating and documenting that student’s mathematical constructions. The

odel is a second-order model (Cobb & Steffe, 1983; Steffe & Thompson, 2000) of that student’s understanding. Since I do not
ave direct access to a student’s thinking, the second-order model is a hypothetical structure of schemes and operations that
ould result in the same observable behaviors as the student’s. It is second-order in the sense that it is a model of someone

lse’s ways of thinking that are distinct from my  own. As is the nature of the teaching experiment methodology, analysis
as ongoing during and following the data collection. Breaks between episodes allowed for transcription and retrospective

onceptual analysis (Steffe & Thompson, 2000, p. 273) in preparing for subsequent episodes. Following the conclusion of
ata collection, reflective activities continued as transcripts and videos were re-viewed for further analysis.

Loosely  structured interviews such as the preinterview collection of shapes (described in Episode 1 below and presented
n Fig. 4) were designed as starting points for the investigation. These were informed by concepts derived from prior research
n the area of children’s topological thinking (Clements & Battista, 1992; Esty, 1971; Lovell, 1959; Martin, 1976a, 1976b;
iaget & Inhelder, 1956). I also collected data from analytical memos  (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) in the form of local reflections
n observations and more global reflections on salient and emerging themes, and from jottings taken during and following
bservational episodes. These jottings and memos  were later expanded into field notes (Van Maanen, 1988). Lastly, video
ecordings and screencasts were used to record what transpired during the experiment and to conduct retrospective analyses
f students’ activities on paper and in the software environment.
.1.  Participant and place

I  consulted classroom teachers at Zapata elementary school (a pseudonym) in central Texas where 93.2% of the students
ere identified as economically disadvantaged and 70.9% had been identified as at-risk. I asked three teachers – two each
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of Configure.

in grades K, 1, and 2 – to nominate two students to participate in the study. The age-related criterion was informed by
multiple sources. First, Clements (2004) finds that shape concepts begin forming in the preschool years and stabilize as early
as age 6. Second, Piaget (Piaget & Inhelder, 1956) finds that the development of children’s representational space occurs
from 3.5 to 7 years of age. Third, some of the most cited studies of children’s thinking in geometry (Clements & Battista,
1992; Clements et al., 1999; Lehrer et al., 1998) have been conducted with children who  range in age from 3.5 to 8. Fourth, I
needed participants who would be able to communicate their thinking and interact with a web-based computer program. Six
students were nominated and all consented to participate. I conducted a preinterview with each of them and determined the
three most vocal and productive students in the group. I conducted teaching experiments with each of these three students
over the course of eighteen weeks. The number of episodes ranged from 8 to 10, and their duration ranged from 30 to 50
min.

This article focuses on “Amanda” (a pseudonym). Of the three teaching experiments I conducted, I chose to focus here on
Amanda as an illustrative case (Yin, 2009), because she assimilated non-metric schemes during the very first episode of the
experiment. On the basis of these entering schemes, I suspected that Amanda’s forms of geometric reasoning could provide
insight into what a model of the development of such reasoning might look like. A second article in preparation looks across
all three experiments to construct a superseding model of this development.

3.2.  Opening a window into Amanda’s qualitative geometric thinking

In  order to perform the analysis that is required for the construction of a model of Amanda’s understanding, I required a
tool that could be used along with tasks in teaching episodes to make topological activity both possible – so that an essential
feature of their activity would involve the implementations of their own mathematical operations – and also visible (Lesh,
Hoover, Hole, Kelly, & Post, 2000).

DiSessa (2000) advises, “although you may  think you are designing a computer system, you are really designing mediated
activities [emphasis in original]. That is, you are designing the material context that supports particular activities” (p. 105).
This dialectic relationship between the tool and the sense-making is also expressed in Vygotsky’s (1978) notion of mediated
activity: “The use of artificial means, the transition to mediated activity, fundamentally changes all psychological operations
just as the use of tools limitlessly broadens the range of activities within which the new psychological functions may  operate”
(p. 55).

Because conceptual thought proceeds from representational thought, and representational thought proceeds from
perception (Piaget, 1970), if such a tool could support students’ constructions of (mental) representations of shape from per-
ception, it would provide access to those conceptions. In addition to expanding the methodological possibilities (Greenstein,
2011) by opening this window into students’ mathematical thinking (Noss & Hoyles, 1996), the tool would provide a play-
ground for the exploration of geometric figures in ways not possible with physical objects (Clements, Sarama, Yelland, &
Glass, 2008). Further justification for this decision to choose a software environment over physical objects is given below in
the illustration of the design of that environment and the affordances it provides.
3.2.1. Introducing Configure
Configure  (Fig. 1) (Greenstein & Remmler, 2009) is the microworld (Balacheff & Kaput, 1996; Papert, 1980) that was

developed to enable these teaching experiments. Its design incorporates essential features that provide the structure of a
formal system that resonates with the structure of topology.
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Fig. 2. Configure’s tools.

The essential features of this microworld are the primitive objects of an arc1 and a segment. The arc consists of two
ndpoints and a “helper point.” The endpoints may  be dragged to change the length of the arc, and the helper point may  be
ragged to alter the curvature of the arc. The segment consists of two  endpoints, each of which may  be dragged to change
he length of the segment or to change its orientation. While the environment is meant to be a “topological space,” and
he segment and the arc are indeed topologically equivalent, elementary-age students have typically spent most of their
geometric time” with polygons and circles. Thus, the segment is provided to meet the students where they are, and the
rc, potentially, gives them somewhere to go. That is to say, the environment is designed to support the eventual realization
f their (topological) equivalence. This equivalence is instantiated in the environment with the operations that “make a
egment into a curve” and “make a curve into a segment.” These and other tools are described in Fig. 2.

Similar  to the dynamic geometry environments of Geometer’s Sketchpad (Jackiw, 2012) and Cabri (Cabrilog, 2013), “drag-
ing” affords users the opportunity for “reasoning by continuity.” Reasoning by continuity is a concept identified by Sinclair
nd Yurita (2005, p. 5) in a study that involved the use of Sketchpad:

Reasoning  by continuity is a form of geometric reasoning that enacts Poncelet’s Principle of Continuity: the properties
and relations of a geometrical system or figure, be they metric or descriptive, remain valid in all of the successive
stages  of transformation during a motion that preserves the definition properties of that figure or system. The Poncelet
Principle finds, perhaps for the first time, a physical embodiment through the use of Sketchpad, where dragging qualifies
as a continuous motion that can preserve the system’s initial properties (p. 5).

By featuring this dynamic quality, Configure supports the elicitation of users’ topological conceptions by allowing them
o identify properties that remain invariant under transformation. Within Euclidean geometry, “the principle of continuity
uarantees that any member of the set of parallelograms may  be obtained from another via dragging” (p. 5); within qualitative
eometry, it could guarantee, for example, that any simple closed curve may  be obtained from another.

In  contrast to Sketchpad and Cabri, Configure allows a unique form of transformation. The three embedded transform
ools – “transform an arc into a segment,” “transform a segment into an arc,” and “add a helper point to an arc or segment”

 can be used to produce topological transformations of shapes in ways that resonate with the “rubber sheet conception of
opology”: a shape printed on a rubber sheet generates equivalent shapes as it undergoes stretching or shrinking but not
earing or gluing. In this sense, two shapes in this environment are equivalent if each can be bent and stretched, but neither
lued nor broken, to produce the other. Thus, these primitive tools correspond to the axioms of topology, because any two
hapes are equivalent from a topological perspective (i.e., homeomorphic) if each can be transformed into the other using
hese three tools. For example, these tools confirm the equivalence of segments and arcs, and the non-equivalence of simple
pen curves and simple closed curves.

Fig. 3 is a screenshot of buttons that reveal shapes that are stored in Configure. These shapes were designed to elicit
istinctions that children often make (Clements & Battista, 1992; Lehrer et al., 1998) between shapes. Some shapes were
iven names that children were likely to find unfamiliar in the hopes that they would pay closer attention to attributes of
hapes than to their resemblance to everyday objects in similarity/distinction tasks.

A topological property is an attribute of shape that remains invariant under continuous, invertible transformations. The
ature of those transformations is determined by the functionality of Configure. Using the informal, rubber sheet conception

f topology to describe these transformations, any attribute of shape that remains invariant as the shape stretches or shrinks
s a topological property. Thus, the development of a child’s qualitative geometric reasoning may  be characterized in part by
he identification of topological properties. Furthermore, since two shapes are deemed equivalent if each can be transformed

1 The term “arc” is used most often to refer to a portion of the circumference of a circle. I use it in a more general sense to refer to any curve joining two
oints.
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Fig. 3. Initially available shapes that were used in the study.

into the other, developing a conception of qualitative geometric equivalence entails the identification of these properties. This
is because it is exactly those properties that remain invariant throughout the transformation that determine the equivalence.
For instance, a circle may  be transformed into a square in Configure. A child may  give the name “circle-y” to the property,
that is, the attribute that remains invariant. Then, to reason qualitatively would look like using the property to identify
other equivalent or non-equivalent shapes. Thus, recognition of the equivalence of shapes entails a determination of the
qualitative properties of those shapes.

4. Results

At the time of the experiment, Amanda was seven years old and in second grade. Her teacher nominated her as “someone
who is willing to talk and have interesting things to say.” For each of the episodes of the experiment we sat at a long table
in the hall where I had set up two child-sized chairs, my  laptop, a videocamera, and other materials. Amanda would usually
light up when I arrived at her classroom, first smiling and then putting away her classwork and heading for the door. While
I acknowledge that she looked forward to breaks between the tasks of the teaching experiment in which she could use
Configure to draw alligators, turtles, and horses, I like to think this is a display of her appreciation for the opportunity to
participate in an environment designed entirely around her own  ideas.

What follows are critical protocols in the teaching episodes with Amanda that cohere in a trail of documentation of her
developing qualitative geometric reasoning.

Episode  1: Everything’s alike

I  conducted a preinterview in the first episode of the teaching experiment to assess Amanda’s conceptions of “most like.”
These conceptions suggest the criteria children use to distinguish between plane figures. The design of the preinterview
was informed by triads (Fig. 4) that were developed by Lehrer et al. (1998) in collaboration with Clements and Battista
whose research in children’s conceptions of geometry has significantly influenced the field for more than 20 years (see for

example, Clements & Battista, 1992). These triads were designed to elicit metric conceptions, such as curvilinearity (row
1) and concavity (row 6); non-metric conceptions, such as closure (row 1) and connectedness (row 5); and both metric
and non-metric conceptions, as in row 7, which could reflect the metric conception of curvilinearity and the non-metric
conception of connectedness.
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Fig. 4. Preinterview triads (rows A through G, columns 1–3).

Fig. 5. Amanda’s selection of five cards (Episode 1) [left to right: B2, A1/C3, E2, E3, G2].
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When I asked Amanda which of the two shapes in the first triad (row A) are “most alike,” she offered no response. Then,
hen I asked her to describe how the three shapes are different, she said that A1 (row A, column 1) is “like an S,” A2 is “like

 circle,” and A3 is “like a square.” The description of shapes as resembling canonical shapes, as well as everyday items, was
ommon across her responses in the preinterview.

Amanda’s distinction between what she called an “awake S” [A1] and a “laying down S” [C3] is suggestive of her attention
o orientation. To determine whether or to what extent she sees orientation as a fundamental property of shape, I presented
er with a picture of a triangle with a horizontal base – she called it a triangle. Then I asked her to name a triangle with a
ertex pointed downward – she called that a triangle, too.

Because  I had designed and grouped the shapes myself, I presumed that they must embed my own ideas about what is
like and what is different among the shapes in each of the triads. I attempted to remove this bias by cutting out the shapes,
rinting them on square cards, and depositing them into a brown bag. Following the implementation of the triads in the
reinterview, I would ask students to choose five cards from the bag without looking and “Put the ones together that you

hink are alike. You can make as many groups as you want.” Late in the episode, Amanda selected the five cards that appear
n Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. Follow-up shapes (H1 through H6).

Int: I want you to put together the ones you think are more alike. <pause> Make a group of the ones that you think are more
alike.
Amanda sorts all of the shapes into a single pile.
Int: Put ‘em all together?
Amanda:  (nods to affirm)
Int:  OK. How come?
Amanda:  For this one [A1], I would say you just cut, like, this part off [at the midpoint of the “S”], and make it straight and
then  get the rest, put it straight, and then you got this one [E3].
–To  make this one [G2 from A1], you just – To make this one [G2], you just cut one off [at an endpoint of the ellipse’s major
axis], and like, cut it off, get the string <gestures a curve in the form of an ellipse>, make it like that.
–And  these two [E2 from B2], just cut two, like, one right here [at a vertex] and, like, one right here [at the midpoint of the
opposite side – notably, this produces two curves of equal length]. Put ‘em together and then get a X [E2].
–For  this one [A1 from E2], you just – to make this one [A1], just, like, get glue and attach ‘em [the two “pieces” of E2], and
then make a little curvy line.
–Done.

Amanda saw all five shapes as alike in the sense that she could find pairs in the group such that one item in the pair
could be transformed into the other. The transformations that “put it straight” and “make a little curvy line” have a non-
metric quality, while others – those that involve breaking, cutting, gluing, and attaching – do not. Also, at a point later in the
episode, in a sense that parallels the conventional use of “equivalence” to describe homeomorphic copies, Amanda said that
after the ellipse [G2] is transformed into the square [G3], “they’ll be twins.” In the field of topology, a homeomorphism is
a bi-continuous or invertible transformation between two topological spaces (that preserves their topological properties).
Equivalently, two topological spaces – such as an ellipse and a square – are homeomorphic, because such a transformation
exists  between them. So when Amanda identified the ellipse and the square as twins, she seemed to be saying not only that
the ellipse is like the square, but that the square is also like the ellipse. In other words, fundamental to the more formal
notion of homeomorphic is an informal notion of twin-ness that is just as significant.

Amanda’s distinctions between shapes throughout the preinterview provided a replication of aspects of a study by
Lehrer et al. (1998). While these researchers were interested in all of the criteria children use to distinguish between plane
figures, I was primarily interested in a particular set of criteria, those associated with topological equivalence. Nonetheless,
similarities between our findings are remarkable. Both studies clearly demonstrate that children use a wide variety of criteria
to distinguish between shapes and that “some children regarded figures as malleable objects that could be pushed or pulled
to transform them into other figures . . .”  (Lehrer et al., 1998, pp. 141–142).

I  realized after concluding Episode 1 that square cards might suggest only four ways to orient them, and I didn’t want
to foster what could be Amanda’s belief that orientation is a fundamental property of shape. So I developed a second set of
“follow-up” shapes (Fig. 6) and printed each one on a circular card so that they, too, could be used in five-card sorting tasks.
In addition to an interest in moving beyond orientation, I found in the implementation of the first set of shapes that students
were highly attendant to curvature and resemblance to everyday objects and canonical shapes. As the shape of the cards
was informed by findings related to conceptions of orientation, the design of the follow-up shapes themselves was  informed
by these two additional findings. As a result, the follow-up shapes were drawn to possess both curvilinear and rectilinear
attributes. Only the “inverted lollipop” [G1] in the preinterview shapes (Fig. 4) has both curved and straight attributes. Also,
an attempt was made to design them so as not to readily connote in children’s minds resemblance to everyday objects or
canonical shapes.

Episode 2: Multiple conceptions of alikeness

At  the opening of this episode, Amanda was asked again to “Put the ones together that you think are alike. You can
make as many groups as you want.” She grouped two  shapes [the Y (E1) and the X (E2)] based on their resemblance to

“letters.” This response raised my  concern about the phrasing of questions that would be most productive for identifying the
criteria Amanda used to distinguish between shapes. During preinterview explorations with other students, another child
responded to my  request to “Put the ones together that you think are alike” by juxtaposing two  shapes so as to assemble
them. Inhelder and Piaget (1969) also struggled to find the clarity of language that would have their subjects interpret their
directions just as they had intended:
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“The instruction ‘Put together whatever is alike’ gives a slight advantage to similarity relations of resemblance, but
does not exclude spatial belonging, while the instruction “Put together whatever goes together” reinforces the latter
without excluding the former” (p. 39).

To attempt to resolve any confusion Amanda may  have had about my  directions, I responded to her resemblance-based
rouping  of two shapes by emphasizing, “When you look at the shapes of those letters, how are they alike?” “They both
ave lines,” Amanda replied. When Amanda indicated that the Y and the X were alike because they’re letters, she was
ssimilating a scheme of alikeness as resemblance-based. Her indication that the Y and the X were alike because they have
ines suggested that the refinement of my  question may  have caused a perturbation that led to an accommodation of her
xisting resemblance-based scheme. As this scheme was rendered incompatible with the new task she was given – “when
ou look at the shapes of those letters. . .”  – a novel one was introduced that was  more viable than the original, resemblance-
ased  scheme, because it could account for characteristics of shapes that were not considered by the resemblance-based
cheme  she had first assimilated. This was evidenced by Amanda’s re-view of the Y and the X and her consideration of
haracteristics that had been disregarded by her resemblance-based scheme, resulting in a difference in performance –
they both have lines.”

Later  in Episode 2, Amanda grouped a diamond [B3] and a concave pentagon [F3] together, because the pentagon could be
ransformed into the diamond. Spontaneously, she then offered a description of the inverse transformation of the diamond
nto the pentagon. As mentioned earlier, two shapes are topologically equivalent if there exists a continuous transforma-
ion between them with a continuous inverse transformation. This means that the transformation from one shape into the
ther must be, as in Piaget’s characterization of operationalized thought (1970), reversible: a doing of the transformation
ollowed  by an undoing must re/produce the original image. Thus, Amanda’s felt need to confirm alikeness by describing a
ransformation as well as its inverse is worth noting, because seeing the two shapes simultaneously is the manifestation of a
eversible mental operation. This is significant not only given the correlation between invertible transformations (homeo-
orphisms) and Piaget’s notion of operations as reversible mental actions, but more importantly, the reversible operation

hat constitutes Amanda’s assimilating scheme is evidence of a cognitive structure of qualitative geometry. Piaget makes
he claim of the existence of a structure of topology in Structuralism (1970), arguing that the Bourbaki’s “mother structures”
f algebra, order, and topology are the sources of all other structures and substructures. Further evidence of the existence
f such a structure is provided below in Episode 4.

As  in Episode 1, Amanda used morphing language to describe components of transformations. She could “straighten”
he S [A1/C3] to produce the segment [C2] and the epsilon [H5] to produce the T [E3]. In contrast to metric transformations
nvolving “cuts” [B3 to B2] and “moves” [H3 to H2], these transformations are non-metric.

The assimilating schemes that Amanda invoked in this second episode were resemblance-based (they are “both letters”),
ttribute-based (“they both have lines”), and “transformational” (one can be morphed into another by “stretch”-ing or
straighten”-ing).

I hypothesized that Amanda’s exploration of the mental transformations she had expressed verbally would result in the
ifferentiation of her alikeness scheme since some of the pairs she had identified as alike are topologically equivalent (e.g.,
he S and the segment; the Y and the T; and the diamond and the triangle) and some are not (the T and the S, the Y and
he X). Because she would be unable to use Configure to transform the T into the S, for instance, there would inevitably be

 perturbation, as her expectations for the outcome of the activity would not match its actual result – failure to transform.
his impossibility could cause Amanda to reconsider the T and the S and reflectively abstract from that activity the very
haracteristics of those shapes that rendered the transformation impossible. Then, to resolve the disequilibrium caused by
he perturbation, there would be an accommodation of her alikeness scheme resulting in a more viable one. Since she had
ot identified pairs of topologically equivalent shapes as distinct (or nonequivalent) – because I only asked about alikeness

 there was no opportunity for her to be surprised and to accommodate her scheme as a result of that surprise. I prepared
ctivities for Episode 3 that would test my  hypothesis.

Episode  3: Two shapes are alike if one can be transformed into the other

In this episode, Amanda used Configure for the first time. To begin, I drew a Y [E1] and T [E3] in Configure. I reminded
er  that she had chosen these two shapes from among the Y, the T, and the X [E2] as more alike.

Int: Do you remember why you said they were alike?
Amanda: ‘Cuz they’re letters.
Int: Well, they’re all letters. When you look at ‘em now, which two would you say are more alike?
Amanda: None.
Int:  Last time you said these [T and Y] are more alike. Do you remember why?

Amanda: Yes.
Int:  Why? What’s alike about them?
Amanda: Look. Watch. You can make it [T] into a Y. <She drags two  branches of the T to form the Y.>
Int:  Exactly, that’s why. You said you could bend it. Alright, can you make that one [Y] into a T?
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Amanda drags the same 2 branches to form the T.

Int: OK, we say that these are alike, because you can turn one into the other.
Amanda: Mm hmm.

This is the first segment of the teaching experiment in which Amanda was  presented with the conception of alikeness
that is operationalized by the axiomatic tools of the software. She was told that the “transform” tools would be used to
transform shapes, and that the “build tools” (i.e., the tools that glue or unglue) would be used to build shapes. As Amanda
had transformed shapes through gestures outside of the software environment by cutting or attaching, throughout the
experiment I found myself repeating this distinction between tools that transform and tools that build. The distinction must
have seemed arbitrary to Amanda.

In the following segment, Amanda attempts transformations between topologically nonequivalent shapes.

Int: Can you turn either one of these [T or Y] into the X without gluing or ungluing?
Amanda: I think, yes, but–<pause> How do you break it again?
Int:  We’re not breaking. You would unglue, but we’re not going to unglue it.

Amanda  drags branches of the T around, apparently trying to find a way to pull out a third branch.

Int: How are you thinking about doing it?
Amanda: Like this [indicates that she has three of the four branches of the X] but I need just one more line.
Int: Can you do it without adding another line?

Amanda is persistent. She adds a corner to one branch using a transform tool.

Amanda: I caannn’t.
Int:  Yeah, I can’t do it, either, without adding another line. <pause> So we’re going to be interested in which shapes you can
turn  into other shapes without breaking or adding a part. That’s what we’re looking at.

Following this segment, Amanda states that she wants to try to transform the Y into the “open square” [A3].

Amanda: I wanna do this one [A3].
Int: Can you make one of those [T or Y] into this shape [A3]?
Amanda:  Yeah. <drags 3 branches of Y> Uhhhhhh.

Amanda has attempted the transformation for two minutes when I interrupt. I am interested in whether she’s using the
tool in a proactive manner (Hollebrands, 2007), by having planned the transformation with the knowledge of what to expect,
or whether she is using it reactively, not knowing what to expect and proceeding through trial and error.

Int: What’s going on?
Amanda:  It’s hard. I thought I could make this go to that, but I can’t.
Int: Do you see why you can’t? <pause> What would you have to do in order to make it look like that?
Amanda: I would have to take this string off and replace it right here.

Amanda experiences disequilibrium as she attempts the transformation. There seems to be a conflict between her expec-
tations for the outcome of her activity and the actual outcome. She seems to think that the transformation was  possible and
that she is unable to do it. She does not articulate why the transformation is not possible, and she does not identify what it
would take to make it possible.

Following Amanda’s transformation of a rectangle into a triangle, an S [A1/C3] into a segment [C2], and a “sail” [row 1,
shape 1 in Fig. 7] into a triangle, I asked her, “When you look at those two [sail, triangle], what do you see that’s alike? What
makes you think it’s possible to turn that [triangle] into that [sail]?” She replied, “Mmmm.  I need squares.” By “squares” she

is referring to the “helper points” that are used to change the curvature of an arc. Only by converting the segments of the
triangle into arcs is the transformation of the triangle into the sail possible.

For the final transformation of the episode, I presented Amanda with the clover [row 3, shape 2 of Fig. 7] and asked her,
“Can you see one on this page [preinterview, Fig. 4] that you can turn it into?” Amanda’s selection of the rectangle [B2] was
surprising to me  given that the two shapes are visually so distinct. Nonetheless, she proceeded with the transformation by
adjusting the curvature of each of the clover’s petals and then adding a corner to produce the rectangle. The preimage and
image of the transformation are shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 7. Shapes stored in Configure.
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Fig. 8. The preimage (top) and image (bottom) of Amanda’s transformation of the clover into a rectangle.

Episode 4: Developing equivalence

At this point in the experiment, Amanda was  fluent with the software and had transformed shapes into equivalent

nes.  But she had yet to describe the characteristics of shapes for which a homeomorphism exists. Inversely, she had not
et expressed what it is about two nonequivalent shapes that makes them distinct, or non-homeomorphic. Each of these
asks requires the assimilation of a scheme that regards those characteristics. Thus, the goal for Episode 4 was to make
rogress toward supporting the development of a scheme of alikeness as qualitative geometric equivalence. I designed
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activities I thought would make topological properties salient as Amanda transforms shapes and subsequently reflects on
the distinctions between a shape and its transformed image.

At  the outset of Episode 4, Amanda transformed the “open square” [A3] into the “arc” [C1] by using a tool to convert the
three segments of the square into arcs and then adjusting their curvature. This appeared to be a simple task for her, but it
was her physical response upon completion of the task that is worth highlighting. She leaned back in her chair, turned to me,
and smiled, appearing quite pleased with what she had accomplished. Because she had completed so many transformations
prior to this one without a concluding smile, it seems to me  that the smile provides evidence of a structure of qualitative
geometric ways of thinking about shape (not to mention positive affect toward being a participant, the software, and perhaps
even the mathematics).

To  further organize the evidence of a cognitive structure of qualitative geometry, I refer back to the fundamental elements
of structures: reversible operations. Amanda’s expression is suggestive of what is “obvious” and “necessary” (Bringuier, 1980,
pp. 40–41), and provides evidence of that structure. She follows the completion of the transformation by sitting back and
smiling at having been asked to perform such a simple task.

Late  in the episode, Amanda was asked whether a circle could be transformed into a “curve” [C1]. She attempted the
transformation and then decided, “I can’t make it.” When I ask her why not, she says, referring to the circle, “It’s glued.” This
outcome is remarkable, because Amanda’s determination of the distinction between the circle and the “curve” is evidence
of a scheme that regards the characteristics of shapes that are topologically nonequivalent.

At this point, Amanda had transformed numerous shapes into equivalent ones, but had not consistently identified prop-
erties that make those transformations possible, perhaps because some properties are more obvious than others. Pairwise
exploration of shapes may  not be sufficiently supportive of the development of Amanda’s topological conceptions, because
she is not required to attend to the properties that define their equivalence. She only needs to determine whether a trans-
formation from one to the other is possible. Such a determination can be made without the assimilatory operations of a
scheme of alikeness as topological equivalence. So the plan for Episode 5 was to evoke Amanda’s scheme for alikeness by
asking her to identify the properties of each of several of the equivalence classes of shapes she had been developing in
prior episodes. Attention to the elements of a class is meant to be evocative of the assimilatory operations of a scheme for
topological equivalence, because the elements of equivalence classes reveal transformations structured by the wholeness
of the properties that define each class.

Episode  5: Given a shape, identify an equivalent one

At the beginning of this episode I presented Amanda with her sorting worksheet (Fig. 9). The worksheet identifies the
equivalence classes of shapes Amanda had developed across prior episodes of the experiment. Amanda had not transformed
each shape into every other shape in its class, but every shape in each class is either the preimage or image of Amanda’s
transformation  of another shape in that class.

Int: So when you look at these shapes [in the first row and column of the sorting worksheet], do you see anything about
them that’s alike? Something that makes you think I can take any one of these and turn it into any of the other ones?
Amanda: This one and this one? <refers to the square and the rectangle >
Int: Yeah, you’ve actually transformed them all. So what is it about these [square, rectangle] that’s alike?
Amanda:  It’s alike ‘cause – all you do [to transform the square into the rectangle] is just make it a little longer, and then
shorten it down. And to make this one [the square from the rectangle], you just push that over quite a bit.

Amanda seems to understand the question as a request to identify two equivalent shapes in the equivalence class. This
is probably because our investigations of shapes have always been pairwise, but it may  be because she is unable to consider
the entire class of shapes simultaneously. Attention to properties that define a class is a newly developing ability for children
at this developmental level (Inhelder & Piaget, 1969, p. 17). She has assimilated a scheme of pairwise alikeness that means
one shape can be transformed into the other, and so she appears to be operating “at the level of graphic collections [where]
relations of similarity and difference are applied pairwise and unconnected with part-whole relations” (p. 19). The level
of graphic collections is developmentally prior to the level of class inclusion. Having Amanda consider the property that
defines the equivalence classes of shapes requires that she operate at the level of class inclusion. Toward that end, I ask her
to consider three shapes simultaneously.

Int: What’s alike about these three (“arc” [C1], S [A1/C3], “open square” [A3]) that makes it possible to take any one and
turn  it into any of the others?
Amanda:  You can turn this one (“arc” [C1])] into this one (“open square” [A3]). Just make that straight, and that one, and
make  that straight.
The outcome is the same. Alikeness to Amanda means that one shape can be transformed into another. This is just as
the term was defined in earlier episodes. In Episode 3, for instance, I tell Amanda, “We  say that these are alike, because you
can turn one into the other.” Later in that same episode, I reminded her, “What we’re interested in is things that are alike,
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Fig. 9. Amanda’s sorting worksheet (Episodes 5, 6).

ecause you can turn one into the other.” I now realize that what also should be stressed is that alikeness is a property of a
lass of shapes.

Next,  Amanda completes a handful of transformations of shapes within the same class.

Int:  When you look at these shapes [the “pyramid” and the theta in row 3, column 2, of the sorting worksheet, Fig. 9], what
do  you see that’s alike about them?
Amanda: They have a line in the middle.

Although  she is only considering two shapes, this response may  be indicative of progress. The first time these two
hapes were considered in Episode 4, Amanda explained that she required that the size of the pyramid be reduced and its
ides converted to arcs in order to transform the pyramid into the theta. In this second investigation of those two  shapes,
er response does not involve the language of transformations. Instead, Amanda identifies a property that determines the
quivalence of the two shapes, although she may  not see it that way. It may  be that she is attending to common attributes
f those shapes, since she may  not realize that the attribute is also a topological property of each shape. My  next step is to
nvestigate how Amanda operates using that property.

Int: Is there another one on this [preinterview] page [Fig. 4] that you can turn into either of these [“pyramid”, theta]?
<pause> You can make up one, you can take one of these, anything you want to.
Amanda: <No response>

Perhaps she could not find another shape with a “line in the middle.” Perhaps she was  overwhelmed by the task.

Int: So how about another one here [in the class of shapes in row 2, column 1 of Fig. 9]?
Amanda  places her fingers at the endpoints of the “S” and gestures to close the shape. Then she sits back as if to reconsider,
erhaps deciding that a closed shape like the circle that would result from “closing” the “S” would not belong in the class. A
ull minute later, she draws a segment.
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Just as she did in Episode 4 following a successful transformation of the “open square” [A3] into the “arc” [C1], Amanda
sits back and smiles as she reflects on her success at having drawn a shape that is equivalent to the others in the class. Her
self-assurance provides further evidence (Bringuier, 1980) of a structure of qualitative geometry. The equivalence is obvious
to her.

Since Amanda has now identified a property that defines an equivalence class – “lines in the middle” – the primary focus
of Episode 6 was to continue that effort by developing names for the classes of shapes on her sorting worksheet that are
meaningful in relation to their alikeness. Because these equivalence classes represent various manifestations of the principal
property of connectedness, they are evidence of the development of Amanda’s alikeness scheme (comprising a “lines in the
middle” way of thinking, for example, or what will be referred to as “theta-like” thinking). At the conclusion of this section
I provide a chart (Fig. 14) that summarizes the properties Amanda identified throughout the entire experiment, as well as
the names she gave them.

Episode 6: Identify the property that defines the class

I initiated the episode with another attempt at directing Amanda’s attention to the properties that define each class of
shapes on her sorting worksheet (Fig. 9). Prior attempts had apparently been unsuccessful, so this time I appeal to Amanda
for help.

Int: I need you to help me  out here. I’m trying to find a word – I need a word to describe the shapes here [in the row 1,
column 1 of her sorting worksheet, Fig. 9].
Amanda: What kind of word?
Int: A word that describes how they’re all alike.
Amanda: Uhhhhh -
Int: See, these [row 2, column 2] are different, right? So I need a different word for these two  [classes], because they’re not
alike.  I can’t turn that into that. Or – Why  don’t we start with a word that you would use to talk about–
Amanda: I can probably make this [“fork”, row 1, column 2, shape 3] into this [, row 2, column 2, shape 3] if I just move
that one up and turn it around.

Amanda responds to my  request by describing how a shape in one class can be transformed into a shape in another. Given
the similarity between those two shapes – the “fork” and the � – perhaps she’s challenging my  assertion that the shapes in
distinct classes are not alike.

Four minutes later we repeat the attempt, but this time I ask Amanda to consider a second class of shapes that contains
only two items, those that are in row 3 and column 1 of her sorting worksheet (Fig. 9).

Int:  Is there a word that you could use to describe these? <pause> Actually, let’s just make a list of words that we could use
to  describe these shapes.
Amanda:  Uhhhh. So you want me  to name ‘em?
Int: Yeah, words that describe how they’re alike. We  can start with this group or any one you want. <pause> Say you’re on
the  phone with somebody and you wanted to talk about the shapes in that set. How would you describe it over the phone?
Amanda: <pretends to pick up a phone> Uhhh, hello. I got one cherry that has a straight stem and I have one cherry that
has  a curved stem. Which one would you like to buy? OK, bye, bye. <smiles>

Earlier, Amanda described the “pyramid” and the theta as alike, because “they have a line in the middle.” This char-
acterization of the two shapes as “cherries” provides a similar identification of a common attribute of shape. This more
holistic identification of the alikeness of two shapes could reasonably be seen as conceptually proximal to the identification
of fundamental properties. Exploiting the momentum, I ask Amanda to continue. All references to shapes in this segment
are found on the sorting worksheet (Fig. 9).

Amanda:  <picks up the phone> Hello. Are you looking for shapes?
Int:  <on the other end of the line> Yes, I’m looking for candy-flavored shapes.
Amanda: OK. We  have just the ones. We  got a lot, lot, lot. We got ones with lines in the middle that are easy to cut open.
One’s a triangle <the “pyramid”> and one’s a circle <the theta>. That’s all we have left. <There are only two shapes in this
class.>
Int:  <labeling the set> Lines in the middle – that are easy to cut open. What makes them easy? Because they have the line
in  the middle?

Amanda: Yeah. They’re already cut.
Int: Alright. This is working!
Amanda: <picks up the phone again> Are you here for letters? OK. Lowercase? <referring to the class of shapes that are
equivalent to an X, in row 2, column 2> We  got T in lowercase and a lowercase X. Yes, they are candy.
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Int: How are they alike? I need one word for both <X and lowercase T>, like you gave me  here <the class of shapes with
“lines in the middle”>.
Amanda:  They’re both stems.
Int: Stems?
Amanda: Yeah. Made out of stems.
Int: <labeling the class in row 2, column 2> “Made out of stems.” Alright, keep going. How about these <that are equivalent
to  the segment, row 1, column 2>?
Amanda: <picks up the phone> Are you here for candy? We  got letters.
Int: Well, that’s a letter <the T in the class of shapes in row 1, column 2>, but it doesn’t go here <in row 2, column 2>. What’s
alike  about those <in row 1, column 2>?
Amanda: <on the phone> Are you here for candy letters? Yeah? A big T and a stem Y and a curvy fork?
Int:  How are these “stems” <equivalent to a T, row 1, column 2] different from these [equivalent to an X, row 2, column 2>?
Amanda: ‘Cuz those <row 2, column 2> aren’t straight.
Int: What do you mean?
Amanda:  They’re like – they’re not like this [gestures vertically].
Int:  That one’s <“lowercase t”> straight. How is that one different from that one?
Amanda: This one’s lowercase and this one’s uppercase.
Int: Let’s talk about the shape, not the letter.
Amanda: OK. You called the wrong place then.
Int: <smiles>

Amanda describes the class of shapes that are equivalent to an X as “made of stems.” She initially distinguishes between
he class of equivalents to the X and the class of equivalents to the T by appealing to the orientation of segments that compose
he shapes, but ultimately abandons the argument (and hangs up the phone). Even though she realized in Episode 3 that one
ould “need just one more line” in order to transform the T into the X, either she is unable to make sense of the distinction

etween the two or she is unable to verbalize it. Indeed, it is hard to see and even harder to describe.
We  conclude this episode by considering one more class of shapes, those that are equivalent to a segment (row 2, column

 of Fig. 9, and a canonical line segment like the one she drew in Episode 5).

Int:  How are these alike? How would you describe the ones in there if you were on the phone selling candy?
Amanda:  <on the phone> Hello? Yes? Would you like to buy some candy? OK, we got W,  S, U, and we got two  more shapes
that  come with it.
Amanda  (to me): I can turn all these to this <She describes how each of the other four shapes can be transformed into the
segment.>.
Int:  Yes! Great. Exactly. So how are they alike so that you can do that?
Amanda: I would call them – candy.
Int: But I thought they were all candy. So if you’re on the phone and you say, “I got candy,” how are they going to picture
that [class in row 2, column 1]?
Amanda: OK. Ummmm.  Letter candy.
Int: But that’s letter candy [in another set].
Amanda: Ohhh, god.
Int:  Can I suggest a word and you tell me  if it fits?
Amanda: Yeah.
Int:  How about – have you ever had gummy  worms?
Amanda: Yeah.
Int:  How about worms? Does “worms” work for this? Can you–
Amanda:  Oh yeah! They’re worms – called worms.
Int: OK. Alright, good.

I suspected that Amanda’s consideration of “worms,” which I offered in light of my  suspicion that she did not have a word
f her own, would give me  some indication as to the viability of my  model of her thinking. Her eventual acceptance of the
ord, along with the exclamation, “Oh yeah!”, strikes me  as suggestive of the goodness of fit of my  model.

Episode 7: What’s equivalent is determined by what doesn’t change – by what remains invariant

Topological  properties are those that remain invariant under invertible transformations. Similarly, qualitative properties
ould be those identified by Amanda as invariant under the dragging, bending, and stretching transformations allowed in

onfigure. Therefore, we can sidestep our earlier method for getting at qualitative properties of shape: those that we  can

dentify as common across shapes identified through transformations as equivalent. Instead, Amanda can operate on shapes
sing Configure to identify those properties. That method frames the activities of this episode. It also instantiates one of the
big ideas” of mathematics.
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Fig. 10. Shapes “made of stems”.

Schwartz (1993, Winter) identifies invariance as one of the “big ideas” included in the reform curriculum. [Coincidentally,
transformation is another.] “Mathematical invariance is what allows us to see commonality in many situations that, on
the surface, may  appear to be very different” (Stroup, 2005, p. 193). Schwartz (1999) claims that although these ideas
traditionally only appear in advanced courses, exploratory software environments can support their introduction early on
in the education of all students. Similarly, Stroup (2005) draws a “significant ‘meta-lesson”’ from seeing “basic concepts . . .
as deeply interwoven with what are often considered advanced topics . . .”  (p. 193). Together, Schwartz’s claim and Stroup’s
meta-lesson speak to this study relative to its involvement of young children in exploring advanced mathematical ideas.

To begin the episode, I followed up on Amanda’s consideration of shapes she described as “made out of stems” by
presenting her with other shapes made of stems (Fig. 10) and eventually asking her to sort them into equivalence classes. I
hypothesize that Amanda’s exploratory transformations of shapes will scaffold her determination of topological properties
of those shapes. Then, once properties have been determined, Amanda will be able to sort shapes into equivalence classes
on the sorting worksheet.

A  new sorting worksheet is created and divided into four regions. A “T” is drawn to “seed” the first class of shapes. None
of the other three regions of the worksheet contains shapes.

Int: This time I want to talk about what doesn’t change. Let’s start with this one [Configure’s built-in arc].
Amanda:  That’s simple.
Int:  Tell me  what doesn’t change about it.
Amanda: It doesn’t break.
Int:  Tell me  what doesn’t change about this shape [the spiral, rightmost shape in Fig. 10]. What stays the same?
Amanda:  The little dots and all that. They don’t come off.
Int:  What else?
Amanda: That doesn’t come off, all these <“branches”>. Ooh, ooh. Put the spiral in the T section <on the sorting worksheet>.

Amanda adds the spiral to the set on the worksheet that contains the T.

Int:  What about this one <the “wire” stored in Configure, row 1, shape 5 in Fig. 7>
Amanda: Oooh, I can make a Y out of that thing!

Amanda’s realization that the “branches” of the spiral “don’t come off” is a realization of a characteristic of the spiral
associated with the principal topological property of connectedness. In the case of the spiral and the other shapes “made
out of stems,” it is this property that determines equivalence or nonequivalence. To be specific, the “wire” and the Y are
topologically equivalent, because if the point at the intersection of each one’s branches were removed, three segments
would remain. The “wire” and the X are nonequivalent, because if that point of intersection were removed from the X, four
segments would remain.

As  in previous episodes when the task was about identifying equivalent shapes, Amanda proceeds to develop equiva-
lence classes not by using transformations to identify (invariant) properties, but through attempts to transform one shape
into another: success or failure determines the equivalence or nonequivalence, respectively. She determines through these
transformations that the Y and the � [Fig. 9, row 2, column 2, shape 3] are nonequivalent and that the X and the � are
equivalent. Then, she considers the S [A1/C3]. Without the use of the software, Amanda realizes that the S is nonequivalent
to the X or the � , places it in a new set by itself, and reveals her affect in congratulating herself by singing a short tune.
Given that the development of this new equivalence class is accomplished outside of the software environment in which
she further developed the scheme of alikeness that she is now assimilating, this distinction between the S and the X and �
is cognitively and mathematically significant in that it is determined through mental transformations.

Next, Amanda uses the software to confirm her conjecture of the equivalence of the segment [C2], the S [A1/C3], and the
“wave” [a shape stored in Configure and shown as the last row, last shape of Fig. 7; also the fourth shape in Fig. 10]. Then, I
ask her to consider a circle. She uses the software to “close” an S by gluing its endpoints to form a circle. But when I remind
her that gluing is not allowed in the transformation of shapes, she places the circle into a new equivalence class by itself,
thus acknowledging its distinction from all of the shapes “made out of stems.” Finally, in the task that concludes the episode,
I ask Amanda to consider a triangle.
Int:  When I drag the triangle around, what about it stays the same?
Amanda: It stays attached.
Int:  What stays the same, even if I bend things?
Amanda: It’ll still be attached.
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Fig. 11. Amanda’s sorting worksheet (as it appeared at the conclusion of Episode 8).

In this brief exchange, Amanda identifies a property of triangles that remains invariant under transformation. This
attached” quality of triangles corresponds to the same topological property that earlier determined the equivalence or
onequivalence of shapes “made out of stems.”

In the prior episode, Amanda identified the properties that define equivalence classes of shapes. The names she gave
o equivalence classes of “cherries” and shapes with “lines in the middle” are suggestive of the property that defines the
lass, and my  suggestion that shapes equivalent to a segment could be called “worms” seemed to resonate with the way
he thought of the shapes in the class. She also identified a group of shapes “made out of stems,” but was either unable
r unprepared to describe a fundamental distinction between the two equivalence classes in that group. In this episode,
ttention to fundamental properties was supported by dragging so that those properties could be made salient. Amanda
etermined a correlate to the topological property of connectedness as instantiated in the distinction between shapes that
eature four (e.g., X and � ) or three (e.g., T and Y) segments with a common point of intersection, shapes that are equivalent
o a segment, and shapes that are equivalent to a circle. In the next episode, the effort to identify qualitative properties that
efine equivalence classes is continued. Whereas in this episode Amanda was given shapes to sort into equivalence classes,

n the next episode the classes of shapes were given and Amanda was  asked to name them as she did earlier when she named
he classes of “cherries” and shapes with “lines in the middle.”

Episode 8: Given a class of shapes, identify the property that defines the class

This was the final episode of the teaching experiment with Amanda. In the activities of the previous episode, she was
ot given the opportunity to use what she learned about the properties that determine the equivalence of shapes through
ragging. Thus, the format of the sorting task that begins this episode should have given her the opportunity to demonstrate
hat she learned from her exploration of shapes. The sorting worksheet as it appeared at the conclusion of the episode is

hown in Fig. 11.
I  started by reviewing the names we had given to the sets of “cherries,” shapes with “lines in the middle,” and “worms.”

hen  we considered the class of simple closed curves2 that appears in the upper left quadrant of the worksheet.

Int: We  haven’t done shapes like these <simple closed curves> yet.
Amanda: I would call ‘em blocks.

Int: How are they all blocks? Tell me  what that word means.
Amanda:  See the block – this, this, this <tapping the pen to simulate block-ing>
Int: How is this <“Fig. 8”, the leftmost figure in the bottom left quadrant of the sorting worksheet> not a block?

2 A simple curve is one that does not cross itself. A closed curve is one that has no endpoints and encloses an area. Thus, a simple closed curve, or “Jordan”
urve,  is one that is topologically equivalent to a circle.
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Fig. 12. Amanda’s drawing of a shape that is “not a block” (recreated).

Amanda: ‘Cuz how could it be a block when it’s like this? <gestures to draw a figure 8>
Int: I don’t know. Is this <“figure 8”> a block?
Amanda: I would call this an 8.
Int: Could you draw another shape that would go there, that’s like the 8? <pause> Does this one go here <I draw the
“hourglass,” the rightmost figure in the bottom left quadrant of the worksheet>?
Amanda: Yeah, that one’s there, that one’s there.
Int: OK, tell me  why.
Amanda:  ‘Cuz all you gotta do is. . . make those straight. . . and for that one, you curve it. <describes and gestures the
transformation from the “figure 8” to the “hourglass” and back>
Int:  Alright, so tell me  about blocks. I think I know what you mean.
Amanda:  Blocks. Blocks. They never lose their shape.
Int:  They never lose their shape?
Amanda: Yeah.
Int:  I can stretch them and bend them, though, right?
Amanda: Oooh! Blocks are made out of wood.
Int: Yeah? OK. And? Couldn’t I make that <“hourglass”> out of wood?
Amanda: No.
Int:  I like it. I want to be clear about what you mean. <pause> What about a cherry? Is that a block?
Amanda: No.
Int:  OK, how is that different from a block? I’m going to call these <simple closed curves> blocks. If you just tell me what
are  and what aren’t blocks, I can get a better sense of what you mean by it.
Amanda: Well, blocks, like, . . . <turns the worksheet over> This is a block <draws a square>. This is not a block <draws the
non-simple curve recreated in Fig. 12>. They need to be, like, colored in. These <points to the non-simple curve> can’t last,
so  they’re just like that.
Int:  <repeating Amanda’s words> They need to be colored in. <I label the set of simple closed curves “colored in.”>
Amanda: I’m coloring them in. <Amanda colors in the three now-shaded shapes in the set of simple closed curves (upper
left  quadrant of Fig. 11)>

As I mentioned in the outline of my  theoretical framework above, Piaget’s (1956) thesis of topological primacy derives from
his claim that the actions that elicit topological relationships are more elementary than those needed to abstract Euclidean
relationships. Action is originally sensorimotor, and “this is why the first shapes to be abstracted are topological rather than
Euclidean in character, since topological relationships express the simplest possible coordination of the dissociated elements
of the basic motor rhythms, as against the more complex regulatory process required for coordination of Euclidean figures”
(p. 68). I also expected that the first class of shapes that Amanda would name would be the class of simple closed curves.
But it wasn’t until the eighth episode that Amanda provided a name for them. Given my  expectation, and its consistency
with  Piaget’s claim, I would conclude that Amanda was  attentive to a “circle-like” property early on. Thus, I believe that this
finding is worthy of further investigation. Perhaps Amanda was  attentive to the property, but she lacked the language to
express it. Or perhaps she was not attentive and it was  only through engagement in the activities throughout the episodes
that made the property sufficiently salient to her.
4.1. Documenting the development of Amanda’s understanding

The  sequence of rectangles in Fig. 13 provides the overarching themes that characterize each of the episodes the teaching
experiment with Amanda. They describe the elements of the experiment’s teaching trajectory, from Amanda’s initial schemes
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Fig. 13. The enacted themes of the episodes of the teaching experiment with Amanda.
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ig. 14. Table of properties and prototypes. [The asterisk indicates that Amanda first identified T-like and X-like shapes in Episode 6, but she did not
istinguish  between them until Episode 7.]

hrough changes in those schemes as a result of her engagement in interactive mathematical activity over the eighteen weeks
f the experiment.

The  table in Fig. 14 organizes the qualitative geometric properties that Amanda identified along with an associated
rototype.  Each of these ways of thinking is an instantiation of a particular form of connectedness. Whereas alikeness is

 function of connectedness, this chart provides a trail of documentation of Amanda’s developing alikeness scheme over
he course of the experiment. As these are conceptions identified by Amanda, it is also the first presentation of findings of
hildren’s topological thinking that warrant the label of “Qualitative Geometry.” Indications of the episodes in which she first
dentified these properties are also provided. These indications of episodes are provided as a summary of this development
nd not as a suggestion of the actual order in which they developed. I do not have the evidence to determine such a trajectory.
hat such a (presumably linear or hierarchical) trajectory looks like, or whether one exists, is an open question.
In  addition to providing the names Amanda gave to each of these properties and the episode in which she first identified

hem, for the sake of clarity I’ve also assigned names to them and associated them with a canonical prototype. For example,
o facilitate interpretation, I’ve given the name “theta-like” to the property that Amanda called “lines in the middle.” Thus,

 “theta-like” way of thinking refers to a scheme for identifying shapes equivalent to a theta. Similarly, a “segment-like”
ay  of thinking refers to a scheme for determining the shapes that are equivalent to a segment, and a “circle-like” way of

hinking refers to a scheme for determining the shapes that are equivalent to a circle. These are Qualitative Geometric ways
f thinking that Amanda developed over the course of the experiment.

.  Discussion

The case of Amanda and her qualitative geometric reasoning provides an initial foray into the investigation of a domain
f I have referred to as Qualitative Geometry. This is a non-metric geometry that resonates with the informal “rubber sheet”
onception of topology. The purpose of this study was  to construct a model of Amanda’s understanding of topological forms
f geometric reasoning by documenting her mathematical constructions as she engaged in teaching situations. Specifically,

he focus is on forms of reasoning associated with the topological property of connectedness and its consequential notion
f equivalence, or what I have referred to as alikeness.

At the beginning of the teaching experiment, Amanda described how all of the shapes she was  given were alike using
esemblance-, attribute- and transformation-based conceptions of alikeness. She was chosen for the focus of this article from
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among the three participants in this study on the basis of her entering transformation-based schemes, which I suspected
would provide insight into what a robust model of qualitative geometric reasoning might look like.

Amanda  communicated her transformation-based conception using the language of “morphing” to describe how one
shape could be transformed into another by untwisting, bending, or pushing. Not only did she make the same sorts of
attributed-based distinctions between shapes that Lehrer et al. (1998) identified in the performances of students in their
own study, Amanda also assimilated what would later be referred to as qualitative equivalence schemes as she progressed
through the episodes of the experiment. By the final episode, Amanda’s alikeness scheme was so robust that when she was
asked if two shapes were alike, she would respond by describing a homeomorphism she had constructed only mentally. She
assimilated this scheme to determine properties of equivalence classes and use properties to either identify or draw new
shapes that validly belonged to a given class. Her property-based distinctions were evident in the names she assigned to
the classes of “cherries,” shapes with “lines in the middle,” and “blocks.” These are not generalizations inferred from a given
class of shapes. Rather they are structural in character, since they are organized in terms of properties that are meaningful
in relation to possible transformations. That is, Amanda constructed cherry-like, theta-like, circle-like, segment-like, T-like,
X-like, and 8-like ways of thinking in relation to imagined, mental operations of possible transformations and not in relation
to the shapes themselves. These properties, then, are mathematically significant, which suggests the authenticity of these
mathematical experiences.

The  development of Amanda’s alikeness scheme was seen to result from interactive mathematical activity mediated in
part by Configure. Thus, the resonance between the structure of Configure and Amanda’s cognitive structure of qualitative
ways of thinking about shape suggests that Configure – with its capacity for providing Amanda with access to fundamental
topological representations and transformations – was critical in providing her with an opportunity to engage and further
develop her qualitative geometric reasoning.

6. Limitations

Like all other studies, this one has its limitations. These findings are derived from a single case, which provides some
limitations on the conclusions that can be drawn. For example, we  are unable to generalize from this case and we  are
denied the benefit of contrasting it with other cases. Indeed, generalizations would be illuminating. However, this was not
the intent of this article. Because this was an initial foray into understanding qualitative geometry, an illustrative case was
chosen because that case – her name is Amanda – assimilated schemes early on that the other participants did not. In this
way she was unique. Such is a strength of the illustrative case (Yin, 2009), which has provided us with findings of new
knowledge of qualitative ways of thinking. Future studies will build on these findings to construct superseding models of
understanding qualitative geometry.

Second, other than the pre-interview, which was  designed and implemented before conducting the experiment, concerted
efforts were made to design tasks that were informed by what transpired in previous episodes so that I could investigate
Amanda’s developing operations and support her progress. However, I did not know at the commencement of the experiment
what sequencing of tasks might be useful for engaging and supporting the development of Amanda’s topological reasoning.
Given the goal of identifying and developing her topological conceptions, and the fact that this development was  seen as
being developed through her engagement in activities mediated by the software, there had to be occasions in which (1) she
would need to become familiar with the software, and (2) she would need to be supported in her efforts to “get to reasoning.”
To do so required that she identify what, for her, are meaningful or task-relevant qualitative properties of shapes. So when the
efforts to move beyond conceptions of equivalence as homeomorphic (“transformational”) were not sufficiently productive,
Amanda was tasked with identifying properties through fundamental dragging activities. At that point I initiated what now
stands out as a change in the direction of the experiment, that is, in the nature of Amanda’s activity from investigations
of  homeomorphisms to investigations of topological invariants (as if those were distinct), in response to what I perceived
as unproductive efforts to support her progress. This change appears be an occasion in which I led Amanda to engage in
particular actions, and thus it may  be considered a limitation of a study featuring the teaching experiment methodology. In
retrospect, I conjecture that tasks designed to elicit reasoning related to homeomorphisms and invariants would have been
more responsive and more productive (and also more authentic) had she engaged in them simultaneously – by pointing
“back” to invariant properties of shapes she had already determined were alike – at the point in the experiment where (1)
Amanda had developed fluency with the software environment, and (2) her qualitative conceptions were identified and, in
some sense, seen as useful to her. Similarly, asking Amanda to anticipate counts of regions or intersections before enacting
homeomorphisms would have revealed related ways of thinking I did not attend to in this investigation.

7.  Conclusion and implications

Amanda’s  qualitative geometric reasoning alerts us to the fact that students spontaneously develop informal topological
ideas. It also provides insight into how other children might approach geometry by way  of topology. In the case of arithmetic,

the benefits of proceeding from an assumption that “children enter school with a great deal of informal or intuitive knowledge
of mathematics that can serve as the basis for developing much of the formal mathematics of the primary school curriculum”
(Carpenter, Fennema, & Franke, 1996, p. 3) have been well documented (Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Chiang, & Loef, 1989;
Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, & Empson, 1999; Fuson, 1992). However, in the case of geometry, elementary school
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nstruction is entirely metric, and as such, there is no space for the consideration of children’s topological ideas or for the
pportunity to see them as a basis for developing the more formal mathematics not currently present in that curriculum.
y model of the development of Amanda’s geometric reasoning provides a framework that may be used to generate such a

pace and to help teachers understand how to help their students navigate it.
The topological properties that Amanda identified suggest that other elementary-age students also have significant forms

f topological reasoning that can be seen to develop through engagement in microworld-mediated mathematical activity
Greenstein, 2013). The very fact that the endpoint of Amanda’s learning trajectory can be seen as mathematically significant
ends further support to the sense that the activities Amanda was  involved in were, and are, mathematical. Therefore, we
an draw on these findings to help teachers build on their students’ emergent geometric reasoning and make sense of
ransformation-based ideas (e.g., property, equivalence, invariance) not solely in Euclidean geometry, but also in the context
f topology (and perhaps other geometries). In point of fact, given that the set of Euclidean transformations is a subset of
opological transformations, and that the relationship between properties and equivalence in both geometries is the same
in the sense that properties are a function of the nature of transformations), investigations of invariance, property, and
quivalence can be seen to originate with an introduction in topology and then be differentiated in the context of Euclidean
eometry. Importantly, I draw on the findings from Amanda’s case to suggest that the way we help teachers support their
tudents’ geometric development is not by providing them with the qualitative geometric properties and equivalence classes
heir children are likely to generate but by providing the context in which such geometric knowledge emerges from their

athematical activity.
By  considering a domain of mathematics typically thought of as advanced and then investigating how children think

bout it, this study can rightly be thought of as a vehicle for telling a possibly greater and more significant story, one that is
ot exclusively about geometry. While mindful of Papert’s (1980) warning that “For most people, nothing is more natural
han that the most advanced ideas in mathematics should be inaccessible to children” (p. 161), these findings lend credence
o Bruner’s claim (1963) that “Any subject can be taught effectively in some intellectually honest form to any child at any
tage of development” (p. 33). Specifically, children possess powerful understandings of mathematical ideas and they can
evelop those understandings well in advance of their traditional placement in the standard university curriculum sequence.
hey might even identify with the mathematics and see it as a deeply engaging and important form of human activity. Thus,
hese findings are beneficial to students who should understand that there are multiple geometries, to teachers who  wish
o engage their students in topology, to curriculum developers who  wish to develop materials to support this engagement,
nd to the community of mathematics educators whose research has only nominally investigated children’s topological
hinking.
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